EDITORIAL

For the first time in history, the United Nations has just called for an exit from fossil fuels. This recommendation was adopted at the Stockholm Conference held on June 2 and 3, 50 years after the game changing declaration of Stockholm. Unfortunately, the finance sector is not up to the challenge. The 2022 season of General Assemblies (AGMs) has just demonstrated that the big financiers are very far from delivering the climate action at the scale required.

Since the adoption of the Paris Agreement in 2015 and their first climate pledges, financial actors have been willing to take strides; ESG reporting, assessment of financial risks related to climate disruption, measures to restrict support to coal... Yet, right when the climate crisis reaches a tipping point, they still refuse to acknowledge the most basic of climate requirements: the need to stop fossil fuel expansion. Top executives of banks, insurers and investors, such as BNP Paribas, AXA and Crédit Agricole, have their own “opinion” on this and do not share the consensus reached by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), the International Energy Agency (IEA) and now, the United Nations.

Questioned during their general assemblies about their financial support for new “climate bomb” oil and gas projects, none of these financial institutions gave straightforward and honest answers. Instead, faced with growing demand for hydrocarbons, they intend to keep supporting it until governments say otherwise, arguing that this will help protect the people from the rise in energy prices. Their arguments do not stand up to climate facts. There can be no social justice without climate justice. IEA director Fatih Birol recently reminded us that ending investments in oil, gas and coal is not only a climate imperative, it is also one of the solutions to inflation and the war in Ukraine.

The outcome of the AGMs of the major financial institutions is crystal clear: most of them are reneging on their own commitments to steer climate action, none of them are ready to shape another world through their financing and adopt the required measures on fossil fuels to address the climate emergency. We can only wonder: has it all been greenwashing since the beginning?
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MUST-READS

TotalEnergies' AGM: investors voted in favor of climate chaos

At TotalEnergies' Annual General Meeting (AGM) on May 25, held behind closed doors due to a strong mobilization of climate activists, 88.9% of its shareholders approved the company’s climate plan. [READ MORE]

BNP Paribas’ 2022 AGM: to-do list for the [MUST-READS]

SCOR finally releases a timid oil and gas policy
BNP Paribas has announced new climate commitments. Despite notable improvements, these measures leave a great deal of scope to continue its support for large diversified companies.

**3 key elements to assess manager’s climate plan**
Reclaim Finance lists the key criteria for credible and robust decarbonization strategies by asset managers.

**12 banks lend $8 billion to oil and gas expansionist TotalEnergies**
12 banks granted a masson $8 billion loan to TotalEnergies, the biggest loan since the Paris Agreement.

**Amundi’s AGM: will Amundi finally become a green giant?**
Unknown to the general public, the French investor is nevertheless number one in asset management in Europe. It can thus play a crucial role in the climate transition.

**TotalEnergies takes steps to insure EACOP**
TotalEnergies’ EACOP project may find insurance support from broker Marsh McLennan, despite protests from its employees.

**European Central Bank: a climate roadmap and now what?**
Reclaim Finance and 16 NGOs put forward key recommendations to leverage the ECB’s climate roadmap and truly consider climate change in its operations.

**THE LATEST POLICIES**

**SOMPO becomes the first Japanese insurer to rule out tar sands and Arctic**

**GIAM aligns its fossil fuels commitments with Generali Group Investments’ policy**

**Oil & Gas: Allianz elevates the bar for European insurers.**
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